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WOLF-Garten Lawn Fertiliser plus Iron 
 

Strengthens your Lawn instead of Moss 

 
Rapidly provides you with a Rich Green, Vibrant Lawn 

 
Particularly during the winter, your lawn needs support against 
the spreading moss. With its Lawn Fertiliser plus iron, WOLF-
Garten has the ideal product for fertilising your lawn for the first 
time in the spring. Its fast action promotes healthy, thick and 
vibrant growth of grass, strengthening its resistance to moss. 

 

Who doesn’t look forward to a vibrant, healthy lawn in the springtime? 

That’s what the new Lawn Fertiliser plus iron is for: It rapidly provides 

you with a rich green, vibrant lawn as it strengthens the grass, 

weakening the moss. Because the nutrients are immediately 

available, you will quickly see success with a healthy, vibrant and thick 

lawn and very little effort. 

 

The best time to use WOLF-Garten Lawn Fertiliser plus iron is in the 

early spring when growth is just beginning.  

However, the L-PM should be applied at least two weeks before the 

first scarifying. The immediately available nutrients in the Lawn 

Fertiliser plus iron strengthen the grass, meaning it copes with the 

strain of scarifying better. 

 

The special brand quality is now available at a promotional price:  

The new packaging size L-PM 100 in a folding box is enough for 100 

square metres and costs 10.99 Euro, the L-PM 300 in a bucket costs 

21.99 Euro.  
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More information about this topic is available from WOLF-Garten, c/o 

MTD Products AG, 66129 Saarbrücken.  

Note for editors:  

This text and photographs can be found and downloaded under the 

following link: http://www.waschzettel.de/page.cgi?ID=37400 
 

 
MTD, the “Modern Tool and Die Company”, with its headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio is one of the 

world’s largest manufacturer of motorised gardening tools. MTD Products Inc. was founded in 1932 

and is still family owned. MTD has manufacturing capacities in the USA, Mexico, Asia and Europe. 

 

MTD Products AG with its three brands Cub Cadet, WOLF-Garten and MTD offers a wide product 

program including seeds, fertilizers, gardening hand tools and outdoor power equipment from 

electric mowers to tillers and snow throwers, all the way up to ride-on mowers, lawn- and garden 

tractors.  Covering nearly every application around the house and the garden, every brand 

impresses by its individuality and unmistakable optic. 
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